Caption Competition
Come up with funniest
caption for this photo
tonight and win a bottle of
wine. Write your caption
on a slip provided and post
it in the competition box.

Good Luck! - One entry
per person please.

Judging will be performed
by the Editor, with help
from the committee and the
winning caption will be
announced at the end of the
evening.

November’s caption winner was
Steve Lowry

Please send your photos, electronic or hard copy (which will be returned) to the
Editor for selection in next month’s edition.
P.S. Please don’t send images sourced from publications / the Internet, as they
are Copyright protected and SAM can’t afford the law suit!
Picture provided by Judy Chittock. If you would like your picture here please
send them in.
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Chairman’s Chat
Welcome to the final edition of the SAM Observer
for 2010.
I thought I would do the same as last year and
use the December issue to highlight some of the
Clubs statistics for the past year.
The most important function of this group is to
improve road safety and with that in mind it is
fantastic that we have had over 40 new members join
this year all looking to improve their riding ability and
obtain a skill for life. Many of these have been introductions from
existing members and I urge you all to continue to help by introducing a friend to
the group in 2011. Better to introduce before an incident than after!
The Publicity Team have attended events all over the County as usual. They have
also formed a SAM discount scheme with 16 companies already registered as
well as securing a monthly feature in the local press. Their biggest project of the
year was the filming and production of the new SAM Promotional DVD. This
will be used and distributed at events in the future. It is also available for viewing
on the website and despite having only been on there for a couple of months it
has already been viewed 360 times as well as 68 times on YouTube.
The observers continually conduct observed rides for associates. There have been
33 Advanced Tests taken with 26 passes with many more well on the way. We
have trained 5 new Observers have done 11 Roadcraft Theory nights and 10
Motorcycle Dexterity sessions. We have also introduced and trained 18 Run
Leader / Ride Co-ordinators.
We are also committed to making sure that once you have passed your Advanced
Test, the club offers a social side that makes you want to continue as a member.
In 2010 the club organised 12 breakfast runs and 6 fish and chip runs. There have
been organised trips to Yorkshire, Ireland, Battlefields Tour to Europe and a
Track weekend to Folembray in France. On top of this there have been many
trips organised by members, with automated notifications to those who have
registered on the website.
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Talking of the website, this too has seen a huge increase in traffic. The average is
almost 3,000 visits per month (1,400 individuals) with over 28,000 pages viewed.
The forum has 140 members who have made a total of 2100 posts.
We have organised 9 guest speakers for Group Nights, a Summer BBQ, quiz
night and of course the Christmas Party. This is a great motorcycle club and with
many social events and guest speakers already planned for 2011, I am confident
you will have an equally enjoyable time next year.
Thank you to all the committee, observers and the many members who have
given their time voluntarily to help achieve all of the above.
Our first Group Night of 2011 will be on Tuesday January 18th and our guest
speaker will be long distance adventure motorcyclist, Austin Vince.
I wish you all a Happy Christmas and look forward to seeing you in 2011.

Richard.

Dr David Wood with the November club night talk on Climate change, which
was a great insight to what we are likely to expect.
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Secretary’s
Scribbles
December 2010
As I write this, the temperature outside is well
below zero, but that does not mean it’s time for
all motorcyclists to hibernate! Lots of things
are starting to happen ready for 2011.
On the evening of Friday 26th November, five brave souls braved the ice (one on
a motorcycle) and met up for a chat and planning session at the Lloyds Tavern in
Ipswich. There were lots of ideas discussed, from a possible long ferry journey
and then ride down to the Portuguese World Superbike round at Portimao in
October, taking in as many British Superbike rounds as possible, a possible trip
to the North West 200 in Ireland (or possibly other Irish road races) and maybe a
journey down memory lane for me to somewhere I’ve not been since I was a
teenager…Oliver’s Mount race circuit, near Scarborough. If you’ve never been to
Oliver’s mount, then you’ve really missed out. I remember taking my little
Honda CB125S there (from my Lincolnshire home, around by Goole as the
Humber Bridge had not yet been built), to see my hero’s Barry Sheene and Mick
Grant “race” on a track not considered wide enough these days for a cycle track!
This year’s event saw modern bikes but also the racing bikes of my youth
including the ubiquitous TZ series Yamahas. (Can I smell Castrol R?)
If you’re up for a long weekend in the North York Moors with a bit of bike
racing, let me know and I’ll keep you in the planning loop.
The SAM Grand Prix (of Karting, that is) is set for the evening of Tuesday 25th.
January 2011. The minimum twenty deposits have been paid and now the nerves
begin! Who will be the champion? Why not come and see? Doors open at 18.30
ready to start racing at 19.00. It’s not too late to enter, as we can accommodate
another six racers without problem. No previous experience necessary, but a
sense of humour and the ability to accept the scorn of your fellow SAM members
is needed! Give me a call if you want to try.
Finally, may I wish you, one and all a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year and I hope to see many of you at the SAM Christmas party!

Martin
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IAM Test Passes
This month two members have passed their advanced test.
Congratulations to:
Paul Angel
Paul Spalding

his observer was
his observer was

John Sillett
David Rudland

When you pass your advanced test please let Derek Barker or Susan Smith know.

New Members
A warm welcome is extended to our most recent new associate member:
Roger Page who joined from the Copdock Bike Show.
If anyone else has joined us and not had a mention yet, let the Editor know and
we will put that right

SAM LUCKY LOTTERY
A great chance to get next years (renewal) SAM membership for free. All you
need to do is turn up on club nights, write your name on the attendance sheet
(having paid your £1 entry) when you come in. Random numbers will be drawn
out on the night. Each name is numbered on the entrance sheet. If your numbers
are drawn out you are the winner (so long as your membership is paid up for this
year).
Lucky Winners to date:
May 2010
June 2010
July 2010
August 2010
September 2010
October 2010
November 2010
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Membership Fees for 2011
IMPORTANT NOTICE –
Change over to standing order.
The committee have looked into ways of collecting the membership fees which
are due in January. We thought the idea of an outside company collecting the
fees would be a good idea but this has been looked into and has proven too costly
for the club, so the committee are asking that payment of membership fees are
paid by standing order from the 1st of January 2011.
A standing order mandate was enclosed in the November magazine and can
also be found on the website under the 'Join us' heading with the renewal
form.
If you get this magazine via email you can follow the link to the renewal
form, or type it in your web browser. Once completed please print it out and
give it to Beverley or Judy.

http://www.suffolk-advancedmotorcyclists.com/MembershipRenewal2011.pdf
If you use internet banking it is possible to set up a standing order online without
any sort of form (this may depend on your bank). A renewal form will still need
to be completed and sent to the membership secretary stating your standing
order payment.
Information you need:Sort Code: 20-92-08
Account No: 10363650
Account Name: Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclists
Reference: Enter your initials & surname,
These will appear on SAM's bank statement
It could not be easier, once you have set up your standing order you will not have
to think about it again, it will just automatically be debited from your bank
account in January each year. With cheques also being faded out in the future it
seems the best way forward.
Any queries please contact
Beverley Rudland
Judy Chittock
The SAM Observer December 2010
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Thirteen countries in
thirteen days!
Part 2
The roads south from VT are superb. But not for long. We found places
particularly on the outskirts of industrial towns where the complete width of the
road was one huge pothole. And then another and then another!

Erm....You go first!

Sometimes roads like this went on for miles which explains why speed limits in
the countryside can be as low as 50kph. But inevitably we were pulled over by
the police. There’s no radar equipment here. If the police consider that you’re
exceeding the 50kph limit, which is probably impossible, they’ll jump out in
front of you holding something resembling a lollypop! We pulled over and one
of the officers ran over to us proclaiming “Ah Eeengleesh! We catch you!” But
when it boiled down to it, it seemed that they just wanted to look at the bikes and
find out where we’d been and where we were going. They even agreed to pose
for photographs whilst looking suitably stern. So we all shook hands and were
back on our way. The Marlborough’s had survived another day.
Towns in southern Bulgaria can be quite pleasant but not so the industrialised
towns which are still firmly stuck in the Communist era. Soviet statues abound
as do the broken down Communist tenement blocks in which the majority seem
to live. People there don’t really want to see western tourists on expensive
motorbikes, which was made quite clear to me on an earlier trip. But that’s fair
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enough. Just make sure you have sufficient petrol and have no need to stop in
these places.

Once again we were outside of Garmin territory. We encountered large towns
and possibly even cities which didn’t exist on the Garmin maps and so it was out
with the paper ones instead. The problem is that paper maps around there aren’t
too great either and roads are shown which don’t exist, or visa versa. But the
main problem is the border crossings.
The Bulgarians don’t get on with the Greeks. And so on a whim and just to be
awkward, one side might close a well established and major route border crossing
permanently. We encountered one of these where apparently the Greeks had not
only sealed the border but had also removed the major road leading up to it!
The Greeks don’t get on with the Turks either. On an earlier trip when I was on
my own I wanted to pass from Bulgaria into Greece at the point where both
countries converge with Turkey. But there was some skirmish on the border
between the Greek and Turkish military and there I was, in the middle of it all. I
was allowed through the border (eventually) and found myself in the middle of
thousands of Greek troops armed to the teeth and wondering if a BMW GS
Adventure was possibly some hideous Turkish secret weapon which needed to be
shot at!
So this time we headed further west towards the crossing into Greece which
unbeknown to us had been closed. We stopped at the side of a main road to
consider our options when a Good Samaritan in a car pulled over to give us
advice on which way we should go. The Bulgarian police also attended the scene
with blue flashing lights and grumpy faces. But our Good Samaritan dismissed
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them with a wave of the hand and they were on their way. We assumed that he
must have been some local dignitary or possibly a senior officer to have such an
effect on the police. Then before we could thank him he too was back in his car
and on his way. But at least we knew which way to head.
Because of the “differences” between the Bulgarians and Greeks you will not see
any road signs pointing the way to Greece. The Garmin has a useful compass
feature which with the help of the maps took us due south towards the location
advised.
We were told to head for Zlatograd which did feature on the maps though almost
impossible to tell which roads would take us there. I was pretty sure it was one
way and Roger was pretty sure it was the other. But Roger was right and as
agreed I bought all the beers that evening. I’m sure Roger would have done the
same had it been the other way round!
In Zlatograd we did see our first sign pointing us towards the border which in fact
was a red herring and sent us in the opposite direction! This was a newly opened
border crossing, situated in the most difficult and inhospitable place imaginable.
From Zlatograd we were sent up an often sheer and gravel strewn single-track
road for several miles to the top of the Pindus mountain range. Eventually we
found the border crossing and then more of the same down into Greece/Thrace on
the other side. We passed through mountain-side villages where hundreds of
locals wearing national dress were sitting around tables in the centre of the road
celebrating some occasion. It was Friday so maybe that was reason enough.
We didn't come to Greece for this!

Certainly they weren’t expecting to see strange looking motorbikes bearing down
on them! But eventually we reached Xanthi and found a hotel for the night.
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Eastern Europe was now behind us and we’d decided to shoot across Northern
Greece to the port of Igoumenitsa on the western coast of the Greek mainland and
just over the water from Corfu. The road west was incomplete the last time were
there but now it’s finished and is an incredible feat of engineering, passing as it
does through some of the highest mountains of the Pindus range. But the
weather was foul. The rain was equal to that encountered in Poland and lasted
without abatement for around 200 miles. Rukkas were no match for rain of these
proportions and we arrived at the port looking like drowned rats. Needless to say
that the port was bathed in beautiful warm sunshine. People there in shorts and Tshirts looked at us and seemed to wonder if we’d perhaps attempted to board a
ferry and missed!
And then came the worst night of the trip – and possibly my life to date! If the
maximum capacity of a ferry of this size is say 2,000 people, then this one
probably boarded more than 10,000! This was an overnight ferry to Italy and
people bedded down on every square inch of deck space. Some even pitched
pop-up tents for the night! No cabins were available so we opted for recliner,
airline-type chairs for the night at obviously extra charge. All night probably
1,000 travellers in one room coughed, sneezed, snored and changed nappies, plus
a variety of other unpleasant noises and smells. The temperature was stifling. It
was impossible to move without treading on someone and if you did manage to
get out on deck there was no room out there either! Be warned. Don’t do this
trip unless you’re certain of a cabin. The sea though was calm which was
String to hold up bikes
Greek-style!
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fortunate given the pieces of string with which we were provided to tie down the
bikes! Imagine the stuff you use to tie up sweet peas and this was it. On
previous trips I’ve taken along a ratchet strap but this time I was paring down the
weight to the minimum possible.
Italy. Pretty uneventful except for the car drivers who seemed to single out
Roger as a possible target. Secret is to see them coming and keep well out of the
way. We made it to a campsite just south of Venice where millions of
mosquitoes were waiting for unsuspecting campers. Lots of new red blisters to
compliment the earlier yellow ones!
Ancona, Italy

Continuing north and through the Mont Blanc tunnel into France and our final
overnight stop of the trip at Annecy. Camping again in the shadow of Mont
Blanc and it was COLD! But never mind. All part of the fun.
And so north through France using beautifully quiet country roads, where
possible, to avoid the extortionate tolls charged on the “Peage”. Across the
Champagne region then popped into Reims to have a look round which was a
mistake. The centre of Reims is presently being dismantled to accommodate
trams. Many roads were closed or hastily remade to Romanian standards. We
mistakenly headed along a series of roads apparently, though not obviously,
closed to traffic and thought that perhaps people were waving at us because they
were pleased to see us. We hit a dead end and that was that.
So back on the Peage and next stop Calais. Then the weather turned nasty. By
the time we reached Calais the wind and driving rain were intense and once again
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like drowned rats we sloshed into the P&O booking office. Ferries were running
late due to the Force 7 storms and as we’d nowhere else to go we bought tickets
and boarded. Fortunately this time ratchet straps were provided. Had the ‘1200
Adventure fallen over it would probably have damaged or capsized the ship.
Back on the bike at Dover then northwards and home. Put the bike in the garage
as the clock turned onto 4.00am. Flopped exhausted into bed. Hilary stirred and
said “shall you be going into work today?” Reply unprintable.
Well that’s it for another year. Iran next year anyone?
.
Dave Schofield

IT’S NICE TO KNOW
This article is aimed at people like me who have yet to take their IAM test.
I was out in the car with Caroline, my wife, the other Friday (big Volvo estate
with a “Think Bike” sticker in the back – now there’s a combination that you
don’t often see!), when I noticed a motorcyclist behind me.
After a few minutes I said to Caroline “Can you see that chap behind me”? She
adjusted her vanity mirror and confirmed that she could see him. She asked me
why and I said “He’s practicing for his test”. She asked me how I could tell and I
explained that because of his road positioning, speed and reaction to traffic and
other hazards around him that he must be a member of SAM, or at least
somebody intending to take the IAM test.
So for the next few miles, without even looking specifically at
him, I gave my wife a running commentary on what he would be
doing behind me vis-à-vis what I could see first being in front.
Caroline confirmed every time that he was indeed taking up the
road position, etc, that I predicted.
This carried on uninterrupted for some little time until we got to a
dual carriageway where this phantom motorcyclist was in a
position to overtake. It was only then that I recognised the person
concerned (no names to prevent embarrassment) and realised that it
was not an Associate practicing, but an Observer about his private business!
The point of the story is this; it’s nice to know that our Observers do actually
practice what they preach – or as the Yanks would say “He not only talks the
talk, but walks the walk as well”.

Bryan Duncan
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Brake Charity Road Safe.
Asda Bury St Edmunds
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Many thanks for Judy Chittock for providing the pictures.
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January’s Breakfast Run
Saffron Tea Rooms,
Maldon,
Essex, UK
Please look at the website for further details

2011 Breakfast Runs
January 2nd
February 6th
March 6th
April 3rd

Maldon, The Saffron Tea Rooms
Ardleigh, The Jubilee Café
Attleborough, (Café name to be confirmed)
St Ives, (café name to be confirmed)

May 8th

Ely, The Street Café

June 5th

Holt, The Jambo Café

July 3rd

Beccles, Posh Pigs

Early start, July 17th

Lincolnshire, (Venue to be decided)

August 7th

Little Abington, The Comfort Café

Early start, August 21st

Dungeness, (Venue to be decided)

September 4th

Wells next the Sea, The View Café

October 2nd

Saffron Walden, The Temeraire Pub

November 6th

Southwold, The Pier Café

December 4th

Mistley, Mistley Place Park Tearooms

If you know a cafe which would be suitable for us to descend.
Please let the Events team know
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Who do you think you are…?.
The committee came up with an idea with a survey which is just for fun. The idea
is that over the next few months the club can learn about the members, so feel
free to fill in the form and send it to the Editor and get it published in the
magazine. Also add your own question which can be added to the list for next
month’s issue.
Name along with photo,
Occupation,
Been a member of SAM since....,
Best thing about belonging to SAM.
First bike ridden and when.
Current bike(s).
Best bike ever ridden.
Worst bike ever ridden.
Favourite road, (home & abroad).
Favourite drink, food, TV show etc.
Hobbies.
If you could change one law, what would it be.
Person you admire most.
Any ambitions still to achieve on a bike.
Person you admire most.
Any ambitions still to achieve on a bike.
What is the silliest bike-related thing you've ever done.
Where would you like to retire to, if you could go tomorrow.
SuperMoto or WSB?
Valentio Rossi or Barry Sheene?
Chips or Bike Cops?
On road or Off road?
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Touring or Track days?
Classic or Modern?
Open faced or Full faced?
Leathers or textile?
V twin or Flat 4
Did you like the program kick start - yes / No / Too young to remember.
Not so quick fire round.....
Most embarrassing bike drop.
Most miserable journey on a motorcycle.
Any "I don't believe I just did that" moments during home maintenance.
Longest distance pushing a motorcycle.
Most pointless motorcycling accessory ever bought.

Worst "did I just do that" D.I.Y. moment.
I once had a small scooter which put away at night in a lock-up garage with my
car.
One night I didn't quite put the bike right and upon closing the garage door there
was a loud bang and I found that I'd hit the number-plate of the scooter and
smashed it in two.
I got a replacement made and drilled the right holes in it and carefully fitted it to
the bike. I put the bike in the garage and closed the door. There was a loud bang
and upon opening it, I found the brand new number-plate smashed in half!
Regards,
Martin Andrew
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Nigel Chittock.
Chittock

Name.
Occupation.
Gardener/Estate
Worker.
Been a member of SAM
since...
March 2007.
Best thing about
belonging to SAM…
Learning to
become a more
confident rider.
First bike ridden & when.

NSU Quickly when I was about

9 or 10.
Current bike(s).

2007 Suzuki DL650,
1989MZ ETZ 250,
1983 Suzuki GS 1100 G.
1962 NSU Quickly 23-S/2.

Best bike ever ridden.

MZ !

Worst bike ever ridden.

Triumph Rocket III.

Favourite road, (home & abroad).

Hardknott Pass in Cumbria.
Never ridden abroad. (Yet).

Favourite drink.
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Favourite food.

Baked beans.

Favourite TV show.

Bike racing programmes.

Hobbies.

Allotment, Ferguson tractors,

Series Landrovers, Stockcar racing, Playing the guitar
(very badly).
If you could change one law, what would it be?

Have compulsory

driving tests every five years.
Seasick Steve.

Person you admire most.
Any ambitions still to achieve on a bike.

Do a track day or race

school. Ride abroad.
What is the silliest bike-related thing you've ever done.
Riding Honda SS50 home from dart matches after
consuming vast quantities of Double Diamond. I was only
16 at the time. Not sure if that makes it better or worse,
actually.
Where would you like to retire to?,
If you could go tomorrow?,

Croatia

With a bottle of pear brandy.

Cheers!
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Social Rides
Please note that it is you, the rider, who is deemed to be in control of the vehicle
at all times during an Observed Run and during all other Group activities and that
the Committee of Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclist cannot and do not accept any
liability whatsoever for any injury to person or damage to vehicle occurring in
the course of any rally or other event organised by the Group. Any member
attending such an event does so entirely at his or her own risk and must maintain
their own insurance to cover any said injury to person or damage to vehicle and
must be riding a road legal vehicle, having valid road tax, insurance and MOT
certificate (if applicable).
Participants on S.A.M social rides are advised of the Events Committees
guidelines as follows:
You will be expected to provide a suitable means of carrying a map / the route
If possible, have breakdown cover for your machine.
Be responsible for your own safety
Rides will commence promptly at the published departure time.
Have a FULL tank of fuel
No more than 5 in a group
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Yorkshire Dales – June 2010 –
The Organisers View.
I’ve been waiting for one of the participants to do a write up of the trip to
Yorkshire but I guess for some it may be a weekend they wish to forget – in my
case it’s taken me this long to be able to relive it.
Friday Plan – Meet at Beacon Hill, form two groups and follow a gentle ride to
the Station Café Langrick for breakfast, onto the Humber Bridge then swing west
taking afternoon tea at Sutton Bank, arriving in Malham in an orderly fashion late
afternoon. A route of 267miles. Easy !
The Friday Reality – The really keen ones arrived early, and a group consisting
of Dave Arbon, Ruth Elmer and Ralph Fogg was soon leaving the service station
lead by Derek & Linda Barker. Tim and Anna Spencer and I patiently waited the
arrival of Sam Watkins. Now Sam does have a reputation for not being early but
on this occasion she wasn’t late – a little fine I’ll grant but she had already fuelled
up. The agreement was to meet Andrew Foulger enroute, but this was slightly
modified as I had agreed to meet him at his house so that I could swap my seat
for a gel one that he was selling and had waxed lyrical about. I’d pumped the post
code into the trusty Garmin, and was soon leading the group along Church Lane,
Tostock but there was no Andrew to be seen. Eventually I had to admit defeat
and give him a ring. All was revealed, he lives in Church Lane, Elmswell not
Church Lane, Tostock – bloody Garmin and its post codes !!
Ten minutes later we were swapping the seat over. A pretty uneventful route via
Ixworth and Thetford led us to the lovely bit of tarmac through Thetford Forest,
and all had plenty of opportunity to practice their 3 point overtaking manoeuvres.
As we joined the A17 at Kings Lynn and started to head west Derek’s words rang
in my ears “Get fuel before you leave the A17 – as you won’t see any in the
Lincolnshire Wolds”. A Texaco station was seen on the horizon (ok my
observations aren’t that good I could tell it was Texaco at that distance but it was
a filling station), and the entrance meant we had to go round the roundabout and
double back on ourselves. I pulled up at a vacant pump, but now there were only
two bikes behind me not three. A quick consultation revealed Andrew (the one in
the group with the shortest tank range !!) had missed the turn !! Oh well all fill up
and wait for him to return. To save embarrassing the individual concerned I
won’t go into details but suffice to say one of our group managed to put the
wrong sort of fuel in his bike. Now had this been a Bavarian Tractor it probably
wouldn’t have made any difference to the running, but as the bike concerned was
a fine piece of British engineering the advice was to get it pumped out. A hasty
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call to a local mechanic soon had the recovery plan underway, but the tension in
the group noticeably increased, and a sense of mutiny hung in the air. The
recovery team were good to their word and arrived in 15 minutes and set about
pumping the contaminated fuel out with a Heath Robinson set up of leaking
rubber pipes and a fuel pump that connected to a battery box with crocodile clips
that created more sparks than a Catherine Wheel. The wise amongst the group
stepped away, but being oblivious to the danger I stood gallantly holding the end
of the pipe in the tank, whilst fumes engulfed me and the nice mechanic man set
about siphoning the contents with his pyromaniac leaking contraption at the side
of a garage forecourt. With hindsight H&S would have thrown the book at him.
Anyway with the contents removed, and being £35.00 worse off ( It costs them
£20 to get rid of the fuel I thought the bike owner got off very lightly – with
travelling time the job probably took then 45 minutes and they effectively
charged £15)
Whilst we had been waiting the party had indulged with coffee and enough
carbohydrates to mean that we didn’t need to stop for breakfast – According to
the other group, rather unsurprisingly the breakfasts at Langrick were the
highlight of the weekend, and we really missed out !! Anyway we pressed on
across the remaining flat bit of the fens near Boston, before the scenery became
more interesting as we made our way across the Lincolnshire Wolds via
Horncastle and onto the Humber Bridge, with only a single U turn involved when
I missed the Garmin instruction to turn off right, which caused a few more dagger
looks !! A short comfort break and an instruction to follow their own Sat Navs if
I missed a turn soon had one of our number heading in the wrong direction as we
became confused on exiting the Humber Bridge service area. We soon regrouped
and headed off to Malton and across the North Yorkshire Moors for a welcome
cake stop at the Sutton Bank visitors centre. Along this stretch we were going
against the flow as it seemed that every biker in the North East was heading in
the opposite direction –some of them even pulling small caravans. Later Ruth our
closet rally biker later informed us they were going to “Farmyard”. Perhaps that’s
one for the SAM calendar next year !! I was beginning to realise the gel seat
wasn’t as I expected either – in fact it was a pain in the a***, and I kept sliding
forward trapping my man bits on the tank !!
After a suitable break we traversed the Vale of York (the flat bit between the
North Yorkshire Moors and the Pennines) heading for Masham. Now from my
previous experience I should have realised that getting a group of bikers to a
garage and fill up with fuel is like herding cats !! Suffice to say that in Masham
Andrew shot into a garage, and the rest followed my instruction to stick to the
route. I pulled in with Andrew and it was taking a little while to fill up so
concerned that the others were waiting I set off after them. I passed Tim – told
him to wait for Andrew and set off after Sam, after about 5 miles I gave up. Tim
appeared 10 minutes later with out Andrew !!! Arrhhhhh. As Sam and Tim both
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had SatNavs I wasn’t too worried about them, so Tim carried on his own, but I
knew Andrew didn’t have a SatNav or a map so I hung around for awhile longer,
and tried doing the sensible thing by ringing him on his mobile, all to no avail !!
In the end I abandoned the idea of finding Andrew and selfishly pursued the
every man for himself option. As I neared Malham the roads began to climb more
steeply (occasionally a little alarmingly), they narrowed to the width of a single
vehicle, with biker unfriendly walls of stone on both sides and mindless sheep
making sure the Information phase took on new meaning. As I pulled into the
hotel car park I was relieved to see Tim and Anna had arrived, but no Sam or
Andrew. I began to unload my bike as Andrew appeared from the opposite
direction to which I had arrived. I’d forgotten that his days in the RAF meant
than he has an enhanced built in compass and that with a simple herring bone
instruction card had delivered him safely. Five minutes later Sam joined us. So
although we all set off together we ended up riding the last 25 miles or so as
individuals and arriving over a 15 minute period.
The hotel was fine, the bed appeared to be comfortable and the room was clean. I
think only one person wasn’t too happy, and after a trying day the banter from the
rest of the group, the food and beer in the Buck Inn and a night cap in the Lister
Arms rounded the day off nicely even if England’s result in the World Cup
didn’t. I went to bed thinking
tomorrow must be better, but my
thoughts were soon interrupted by
Paul, Wallace and Dave A
Dave’s snoring – how anyone can
fall asleep as quick as he does I’ll
never know, as he was pushing
out the zzz’s before the light was
out.
The Saturday Plan – some people
elected to do their own thing so
the plan for the smaller group was
to cut across the Dales to Hawes,
and the onto the Hartside Café,
then via High Force, Tan Hill Inn,
returning to Hawes to visit the
attractions, before returning to
Malham
via
Horton-inRibblesdale. A leisurely route of
172 miles. Easy !!
The Saturday Reality – A single
group of six bikes assembled in
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the car park. I was to lead and Derek was to be tail end Charlie, however Andrew
is from the John Morgan (sorry John !!) school of preparing to saddle up which
means you wait till everyone else has their engines running then start to get
ready, consequently I lead off turning left (with hindsight I should have gone
right) and then left again. Therefore as Andrew and Derek “raced” to catch up the
4 of us were out of sight. So before leaving Malham the group was split in two –
a great start. After navigating a gated road with the assistance of some helpful
walkers we headed through Arncliffe, Kettlewell, Buckden, then forking left via
Hubberholme and Deepdale onto Hawes. The roads were dry and interesting but
the narrowness
and traffic stifled
Derek and Linda "How
the opportunity
much further ?
to
make
progress. As we
dropped down
into Hawes we
spotted
the
Creamery
and
we pulled into
find
Derek,
Linda
and
Andrew had just
stopped too, and
were planning
on doing the
tour. We decided
to join them. After the tour Derek, Linda and Ruth decided to do their own thing
– well Derek was press ganged into going walking !!
The remaining 4 of us decided to have a quick coffee and hit the road. The
restaurant was packed and it took a while to get served but I was soon raring to
go, but on joining my companions I found they had decided to have a full lunch.
We eventual left the Creamery and fuelled up at 13:00 having completed 30 of
the 172 planned miles. Fortunately the roads in the afternoon were an
improvement over those in the morning and we headed west on the A684 then
north on the B6259, and then north west on the A66 towards Penrith, before
changing direction and cutting north to join the A686. The climb up to Hartside
café was really entertaining and with numerous bends, some of them quite sharp
had me grinning like the Cheshire Cat. We’d been riding for a couple of hours
and we all enjoyed sampling the refreshments whilst enjoying the panoramic
view across the lowlands to the hills of the Lakes. It was a clear day and you
could see for miles.
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Having enjoyed the ride up most of us were keen to ride it again, and most
ditched their luggage and made a rapid descent and then within our own
individual abilities made a spirited return ascent. In fact Andrew managed to do it
twice. Whilst waiting for Andrew to return Dave and I entered in to a conversion
on the merits of crash bungs, Dave’s final comment was “No their not worth it
just make sure you don’t drop your bike in the first place”, and comment that was

Another well deserved pint and meal
to return to haunt him within the hour ! We recommenced our journey along
theA686 to Alston and then turned south on the B6277. This was an absolutely
fantastic road that I must ride again – the views were great, there was no traffic
and if there was you could see it coming from miles away. The lovely black top
follows the valley for the South Tyne, and then the River Tees and we eventually
parted company with it at Middleton in Teesdale, where we headed south on the
B6276. Continuing along the high pennines we “raced” on to Tan Hill Inn (For
those that are old enough this is the pub used to promote Everest double glazing).
Unfortunately the pub was packed with a wedding party and time was now
pressing so there was only time for a very quick comfort break. The road towards
Hawes from Tan Hill is called Buttertubs (you have to go to the Creamary to find
out why), and at one point has a very short steep incline which caused us to
proceed with extreme care. By the time we arrived back in Hawes the fuel station
was closed and Andrew was running low. We still had more than 30 miles to go,
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and the table for evening meal was booked at 7:30. We pushed on to towards
Ingleton and turning right at the Ribblehead Viaduct we passed through Horton.
In Ribblesdale, and after a detour to Settle for fuel we pulled into the hotel car
park at just after 7:30. We were met by the rest of the group who were getting a
little anxious as an advance party back sussed out that several large groups were
booked in to the Lister Arms, and that they weren’t impressed with our tardiness.
We joined the lively atmosphere as quickly as possible and promptly placed our
orders. Another enjoyable evening with good food and several amusing
anecdotes on the day’s events followed.
During the discussion Derek explained he was perplexed as to why his Garmin
had stopped working, I tried to reassure him it was a known problem and he just
had to remove the battery for a while, but you require a 2mm Allen key to
remove the battery, unfortunately Derek didn’t have such a useful tool with him
or on his bike. So after the meal a quick visit to the B&B meant I was able to earn
my wings as Derek’s valet and provide the tools to restore the errant Garmin to
its fully functional state. It was around this time that the underlying mutiny
started to gather pace. The plan for Sunday was to ride back through the Peak
District, but some wanted to cut and run as quickly as possible, whilst others had
plans to visit family and friends which meant that the more easterly route we had
used on Friday was more suitable.
Other than a delay in checking out on Sunday (why didn’t the organiser establish
that early check out meant before 10:30 !!) the day went to the revised plan. We
were slightly blighted by Sunday superbike riders in gimp suits risking life and
limb, and as we headed south the group became smaller as people gradually
broke off to do their own thing. As the group became smaller I had to make sure I
stuck with Andrew as I wanted my original seat back – my bits couldn’t take any
more !
Well it was an interesting weekend with more biking memories to add to the
growing portfolio, and although it had its frustrations I enjoyed it, I don’t know if
everyone else did but you can’t please everyone all of the time. Derek asked me
if I’d organise another one. I’m not sure whether he was keen to come along or
was reaching for his diary to make sure he’d be busy if I said yes, but thanks to
him for helping out. I doubt I’ll be organising anything in 2011, but I have
offered to help Keith with the France trip so you could be in for an entertaining
time it you end up riding with me.

Paul Newman
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Membership Fees for 2011
Full Member £20.00
Associate £139 - Skills for Life
Includes the current issue of “How to be a Better Rider” and your IAM Test fee
for new members.
Expenses to Observer for observed rides is £10.00
Joint Full Members £23.00
Membership entitles you to 1 Newsletter per couple and to attend monthly Group
meetings which will encompass both riding and safety techniques, speaker on
interesting and varied subject, Group rides at weekends and evenings and the
fellowship of like-minded people.
Please support us by renewing and helping the Group to flourish in the
cause of safer motorcycling.

For Sale and Wanted
You can also post your sales and view items wanted on the SAM Forum
under ‘BUY & SELL’ - ‘For Sale and Wanted’.
Just visit the SAM website and follow ‘Extras’ – ‘SAM Forum’.
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/
All adverts will be valid for one month, If the editor is not told the following
month that the item is still for sale the advert will be removed. Send your
classified items to the Editor, contact details on page 3.
Price for non-member classifieds is £5
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Motorcycle Dexterity 2011
& Control Days
(a.k.a. Slow Riding Days)
For every motorcycle spill that makes the local papers, there are many more
which never get much publicity. How many of you in your time riding have
never struggled to keep your bike upright while manoeuvring in a parking area,
or had to take a big dab with either foot while negotiating queues of commuter
traffic? Not many (if any). Very often in these situations the rider grabs a
handful of front brake, shortly followed by the resulting sound of expensive
plastic and metal making contact with the ground.
The SAM MD&C Days give you the opportunity to practice the art of riding a
motorcycle slowly, and to learn the techniques that will help you do it.
This year the venue will be the playground of Sidegate Primary School, Sidegate
Lane, Ipswich. IP4 4JD (Map in the Calendar on the SAM website).
Please contact the Senior Observer to book your place for the date you are
interested in attending.
Dates of 2011
Date
Saturday March 19th
Sunday April 17th
Saturday May 14th
Sunday June 19th
Saturday July 23rd
Sunday Aug 14th
Saturday Sept 17th
Sunday Oct 16th
Saturday Nov 19th

Time
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

Senior Observer
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

Each session starts promptly at the stated time and lasts up to 4 hours depending
on numbers attending.
Please bring a drink and something to eat
as we will have a break and there are no
cafés nearby.
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I hope that you have been enjoying the reports that members
who go on ride outs have written, and as you can see it doesn’t
have to be a wordy passage, so feel free to scribble a few words
down, few pictures and next month you will have another great
magazine to read.
Thank you from all the readers of the Observer

• At work driving assessments and
training for car, van and LGV drivers
• Consultancy
service
to
assist
organisations to develop their road risk
management policy and procedures
• PassPlus - £75 discount, see website
for details
• Driver MOT – for older drivers and
www.csensedt.co.u
anyone with medical conditions that may
k
affect their driving
• Trailer towing – if you passed your car
Contact Glen
test after 1st January 1997, you may
Mures on 07748
need to pass an additional towing test,
195179
see website for details
• Eco-Driving – increase your mpg and
reduce your motoring costs!
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SAM Discount Scheme
Motorcycle Clothing Centre, Wymondham - 10% off full price
stock.
Orwell Motorcycles, Ipswich. - Discounts always available, please ask +
Discounted MoTs.
Dave Barkshire Motorcycles, Norwich, - 10% off parts & accessories etc.
London Road Inc, Lowestoft. - 10% off all stock
MaxMoto, Bury St Edmunds, - 10% off parts, clothing, accessories.(Not
tyres). 5% off workshop jobs. Certain exceptions may apply!
Bowers Motorcycles, Bury St. Edmunds - 10% off full price stock,
accessories, clothing etc.
Lind Motorrad BMW, Norwich - 10% off parts & accessories.
Washbrook Service Station - At least 10% off accessories in stock,
(not tyres), + discounted Mots.
Davey Bros Motorcycles - Discounted Mots.
Ipswich Motorcycle Accessories - 10% off all stock.
Autofit Ipswich Ltd - Discounts available, ask for Adrian Fitch,
Lings, Ipswich - 10% off Helmets, 5% off clothing, 5% off parts.
Items must be in stock,
Mototechniks, Stowupland - 10% off clothing, helmets, accessories,
oils, (not tyres), 5% off workshop jobs.
Chris Self Motorcycles who is offering SAM members the
following package:- MOT's £25, Non-OEM service items, oils, plugs,
filters batteries etc - 10% discount. Pairs of ZR rated tyres, fitted and
balanced to bike - 10% discount. ZR rated tyres fitted to "loose"
wheels -15% discount
Parkinson Motorcycles, Colchester, - 10% off accessories & clothing.
C. J. Ball of Norwich. 10% discount on labour for servicing, not during
peak summer months.
Proof of identity will be required, e.g. IAM and SAM membership cards
to be shown. If any other dealers would like to be included, please contact
Nigel Chittock or Bill Dunham.
either
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SAM has two online shops where you can purchase garments and gifts with the
SAM logo on them. In both cases you can save on postage costs by getting
together with other SAM members and combining your purchases.
The first shop is with a company called Spreadshirt. All the items in
this shop use one of three types of “printing”. With the flock or flex
“printing” the logo is cut from a sheet of material and then applied to the item.
Flock is similar to a fine felt, and flex is a plastic/nylon type material. For the
digitally printed items the logo is printed on to a special transfer sheet and then
applied to the item.

The second shop is with a company called SewPersonal. All the
items in this shop have the SAM logo embroidered on them in a
choice of Green, Silver or Gold. NB. The initial prices you see displayed within
the shop do NOT include the cost of the logo. This will be added once you select
your colour option.

You can visit either shop online via SAM’s website
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/sam-shop.html
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FOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE TYRES

AUTOFIT(Ipswich) Ltd
OUT FOR A SCRATCH OR A LONG
DISTANCE TOUR HAVE A WORD
WITH ADRIAN
“GOOD ADVICE FOR SURE”
KEEN PRICES, HELPFUL ADVICE…
Autofit (Ipswich) Ltd
8-10 Britannia Rd., IPSWICH, IP4 4PE
Tel: 01473 723325 Fax: 01473 274966
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December’s Editorial
Last month of the year, and may I wish you a
very happy Christmas and Great New Year, I
would also like to personally thank you all for
your support as editor by providing me with a
good flow of articles that I can use in the
magazine, without them the magazine would
be very dull, so Lets hope that Father
Christmas manages to drop a pen in your motorbike sock hanging on
your bedstead…. By the time the magazine get to you all the preparations
should be well on the way. I’m writing this in the end of November,
Snow is on the ground and Christmas seems far away. My bike is nicely
wrapped up in the garage and that’s where its going to stay until the
snow and frost goes.
Popping down to Orwells to get an oil filter and Speedo cable, I put a pair
of tyres on the old girl, with the SAM discount but still a very painful
operation. So hopefully should be good for next year. Quite a lot of miles
to do next year, my biking calendar is filling up pretty quickly. And
hopefully have a few days free so that I can get my advanced test in,
Things have been a bit hectic the latter half of 2010.

John Morgan and John Sillett giving
CPR to the dummies
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I did the First aid course by Neil Frame which was very useful and gave
us a great insight and the practical knowledge to be of some use in the
case of an emergency

Rob Day having his helmet removed by Sam and Chris.
If anyone gets the chance then please take the course, you never know
one day you might save someone’s life…
Thank you to the following who have contributed to this month’s
magazine, bumper issue this month:
This month’s cover picture was made up by Mike Roberts. Every
month I send a picture in which I think is suitable for the cover
and Mike sorts out all the graphics. So a big thank you to him.
Judy Chittock for her Caption competition picture.
Thirteen Countries in thirteen days. Part 2 by Dave Schofield
Its Nice to Know…. By Bryan Duncan
Judy Chittock for her pictures on the Brake Charity day
Who do you think you are…… By the committee
Worst DIY moment by Martin Andrew
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Nigel Chittock reply to Who do you think.
Yorkshire Dales report by Paul Newman
Nigel Chittock for the SAM discount scheme.
I’m afraid that I can’t use anything
anything photocopied or fished off the net, but
there’s nothing stopping you writing about something that you have seen
or read.
Group Night
ight sees the chance to win a free bottle of wine, by way of the
caption competition. Do you have a photo (or two) that you’ve
you
taken of a
motorcycle-related
related topic (all the better if they include SAM members) that
could be suitable
ble for the caption competition or for the front cover If so,
please email / post them to the editor email / address shown on page 3.

Felix...

Safe Riding

Editor for
Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclists and Kawasaki GT club magazines.
If you’d like to help save the group on the printing and postage costs of your
monthly ‘hard copy’ of the ‘SAM Observer’ by opting to receive an email
notification instead,
ad, then please give me your email details on group night or
send me an email.

The SAM Directory
Spaces are filling up for the Sam Directory so get you entries in soon.
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Our Venue
Group Nights start at 7:30 pm on the third Tuesday of every month at
The Valley Restaurant, Fynn Valley Golf Club, Witnesham. IP6 9JA
All facilities, including bar and restaurant are available from 6pm.

Map courtesy of www.openstreetmap.org
Creative Commons Licence
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Observer Associate Charter
Purpose
The purpose of the Charter is to make clear the definition of what is
expected in Observer / Associate relationship.
The Observers
Have made the effort to train, not only for the IAM test but have taken
part in extensive Observer training to become Observers for the group.
They are a valuable asset to the group and give of their time freely, except
for a small contribution from the associates for their expenses. Observers
attend regular refresher training sessions with Senior Observers, support
theory nights and Riding Dexterity days.
The Associates
Are expected to have an equal commitment with the goal being
the IAM test.
Are to be available for regular observed rides ideally every two
weeks with at least 100 practice miles being covered in that period.
Continuity cannot be maintained with regular gaps of three weeks
or more or no miles between observed rides.
Must agree the dates of the next runs at the debriefing and
must practice any improvement recommendations between the runs.
Will where possible attend a riding Dexterity Day to improve
their slow speed manoeuvres and control.
Must make an effort to study the theory by reading ‘How to be
a better rider’ and the Highway Code plus attend club Theory
Nights when possible.
Cancellation of a planned run due to poor weather conditions
will be at the discretion of the Observer. If after a period of one
month, an Observer has not heard from the Associate it will be
assumed that interest has been lost and the Associate will be placed
back at the bottom of the waiting list.
When the Observer feels the associate is riding consistently at
the test standard a Cross check will be arranged with a Senior
Observer.
The Observer will give as much help and encouragement as
possible but the onus is on the associate to endeavour.
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Dates for your Dairy
January 2011
Sunday 2nd

Breakfast Run. Saffron Tea Rooms, Maldon,
Essex

Tuesday 18th

Group Night Announcements at 20:00 followed by
Austin Vince sharing his experiences of navigating
the globe

Thursday 20th

Roadcraft Theory Evening Come along and learn
more about Roadcraft. Topic: Brakes, Gears &
Acceleration Fynn Valley Golf Club 7:30pm

Saturday, 22nd

10:00 – 14:00 Witnesham, A training event for new
trainee Observers. Contact Derek Barker.

Tuesday, 25th

19:30 – 22:00 Anglia Karting. Farthing Road,
Industrial Estate, Ipswich

February
Sunday 6th

Breakfast Run. The Jubilee Cafe, Ardleigh, Essex

Saturday, 12th

10:00 – 14:00 Witnesham, A training event for new
trainee Observers. Contact Derek Barker.

Tuesday 15th

Group Night SAM AGM & announcements at
followed by a multi-media Quiz from Mike
Roberts.

Thursday 17th

Roadcraft Theory Evening Come along and learn
more about Roadcraft. Topic: Overtaking. Fynn
Valley Golf Club 7:30pm

March
Sunday 6th
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